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livesync is the easiest way to share and collaborate from within revit.
simply view your models in one of the available apps and get control
to save, view or change configurations. the next time you load the
livesync app, the new changes will be displayed automatically.
smartsheet is a cloud-based collaboration and task management tool
that empowers teams, businesses, and organizations to get work
done. it provides functionality that is especially easy to use for
architectural design. as a cloud-based tool, this software allows you to
access your drawings from any location. using autodesk architectural
design 2012 to plan and design an interior space requires a thorough
understanding of design concepts. this design software allows users
to learn more about the fundamentals of designing an interior space
and apply those concepts to the design process. construction details
are automatically calculated. autocad architecture is a professional
drawing software for design and construction professionals. it
provides a powerful suite of tools for design, drafting, and
documentation. autocad architecture enables you to generate,
inspect, and modify cross-sections and other design elements. it also
integrates 3d visualization and annotation tools. when working on the
construction phase of a project, the structural engineer will use bim to
help ensure the safety, longevity, and functionality of the project.
while the building and other design professionals will utilize bim to
visualize and analyze the project. the structural engineer will use bim
for the construction documents and for presentation to the owner.
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